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This article focuses on the two-party static game between market supervisory organization and peer-to-peer (P2P) lending
platform. Considering 4 game modes with both “strong supervision” and “weak supervision” of market supervisory organization
and “compliance management” and “noncompliance management” of P2P lending platform, the paper establishes a static game
model between P2P lending platform and market supervisory organization and solves the market equilibrium solutions. Based on
income, cost, disguised cost, and ﬁne of P2P lending platform and income, cost, and reward of market supervisory organization, it
discusses conditional strategies that P2P lending platform selects “compliance management” or “noncompliance management”
and that market supervisory organization selects “strong supervision” or “weak supervision,” respectively. Furthermore, the
relevant inﬂuencing factors are analyzed which come from 18 P2P lending platforms in Guangdong Province of China, and the
conclusions were in good agreement with the actual market. The research has scientiﬁc guiding signiﬁcance.

1. Introduction
In China, peer-to-peer (P2P) platform loans began to
emerge in 2013 and have been running for more than ten
years. P2P lending platform is an important innovative
business model, which has been widely concerned by the
government, industry, and researchers [1]. In 2016, China’s
Internet ﬁnance ushered in the “ﬁrst year of supervision.” As
an important part of Internet ﬁnance, the P2P lending
platform naturally became the focus of supervision. 2017 is
the “ﬁrst year of compliance” of China’s online lending, and
2018 is the “ﬁrst year of ﬁling” of China’s online lending.
From this, we can see that China has made up its mind to
rectify the P2P lending platform. At present, China’s various
regulatory policies have been issued intensively and a series
of regulatory measures have been introduced by the state

and local governments, which have put a brake on the rapid
development of Internet ﬁnance. Therefore, it is very important for market supervisory organizations to supervise
and manage the P2P lending platform and the platform’s
compliance. It is in this historical and social context that this
paper puts forward the game model and application of
compliance management between supervisory organizations
and P2P lending platforms, so it has very important practical
signiﬁcance.
At present, the biggest problem of P2P network lending
platform is information asymmetry and moral hazard. The
way to solve this problem is to develop a conceptual model
through the process of lending and adopt completely different credit auditing methods, which can make the information ﬂow in P2P network lending more frequent and
transparent, reveal the problem of information asymmetry,
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and reduce moral hazard [2]. The rise of P2P lending
platform has created new opportunities for social lending
platform, but because of information asymmetry, many
thunderstorms have also occurred. From the data of KIVA, it
can be seen that the moral hazard is always high because the
P2P lending platform does not know enough about borrower’s loan conditions and makes decisions based on
discernment bias [3]. We can use ﬁnancial intermediation
theory to analyze the role of P2P lending platform. The
functions of ﬁnancial intermediaries and banks are diﬀerent.
P2P lending platform does not create funds and does not
carry out risk and term conversion. Therefore, P2P lending
platform needs to ensure that ﬁnancial intermediaries are
not aﬀected by the principal-agent problem and to eﬀectively
solve the inherent moral hazard of modern ﬁnancial
intermediaries through incentive mechanism [4]. In order to
solve the problem of large traﬃc sharing between Internet
service and ISP in P2P sharing systems, if the ﬂuid model is
combined with a simple ISP traﬃc model, the inﬂuencing
factors of P2P lending platform cannot be accurately evaluated. However, the peer-to-peer selection mechanism
based on proximity can avoid the increase of Internet service
traﬃc in the P2P sharing system and improve the information sharing eﬃciency of the P2P platform [5]. In the
sharing system, the lack of motivation to share knowledge
and the problem of free customers may lead to shorter
service life of the P2P platform. But, by building subsystems
in the P2P lending platform and stimulating these subsystems and sharing systems separately, synthesizing the loan,
sharing the platform, P2P incentive, bank incentive, and so
on, into the sharing society, it can help to prolong the life
cycle of the P2P lending platform [6]. China’s P2P lending
platform has maintained an increase in total capital since its
operation, but serious problems have been encountered in
fraud and liquidity [7]. Perceived risk is very important to
reveal the moral hazard of the P2P lending platform. In view
of the dimension of perceived risk, it is found that physical
capital variables, investors’ perspective, and platform
characteristic variables have a direct impact on perceived
risk dimension, but the impact of social environment on
perceived risk is not signiﬁcant [8]. Using the public data set
of PPDAI on the P2P lending platform, the information of
social media is fused and the credit scoring model of decision
tree is constructed. From the credit scoring model and
classiﬁcation rules, it can be concluded that loan information, social media information, and credit information are
important factors to predict default [9]. By mining the text
data of borrower’s motivation and then using classiﬁer
technology to analyze and identify borrower’s motivation,
the data set of social loan platform KIVA can verify the
validity of this method [10]. The joint and several liability
loan contracts are obtained by the lender using the group
loan plan. Under the condition of asymmetric information,
the lender can form the self-choice with the borrower by
inducing the endogenous group. At this time, there will be a
game phenomenon between the P2P lending platform and
the multiparty [11].
In recent years, supply chain ﬁnance has been widely
used on P2P lending platform. Retailers and manufacturers
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must consider the ﬁnancial decision of online P2P lending
platform (such as service interest rate) when making business decisions [12]. The limited information provided by the
P2P lending platform is usually not enough for the lender to
determine whether the borrower is trustworthy and able to
repay the loan. Therefore, it is necessary to study the impact
of the communication between the lender and the borrower
on the ﬁnancing results and loan performance, which can
help the understanding and role of information disclosure,
social inﬂuence, information quality, and trust in the P2P
lending platform in online economic communication [13].
By mining data on the Internet, the loan data of large P2P
lending platforms can be combined with the existing data of
popular social media websites and the default probability of
borrowers can be predicted [14]. Internet-based information
systems (ISs) have realized various forms of collective intelligence, action, and resources (such as open source
software, innovative markets, crowdsourcing, and
crowdfunding).
In the ﬁeld of crowdfunding, the Internet-enabled P2P
lending system (IP2PL) has become a disruptive technology
that has impacted ﬁnancial services, business capitalization
strategies, and personal and community development [15].
Although the borrower who failed in the P2P lending
platform cannot repay all the loans, it can recover a certain
amount of the loan. Analysis of 40,901 P2P lending platforms found that the probability of default was high [16].
P2P lending platforms and lenders are very concerned about
predicting whether borrowers will be default on repayments.
Because the data type of P2P network lending platform is
complex, it is diﬃcult to quantify and analyze unstructured
information such as text, so loan default prediction is facing
new challenges in P2P [17]. The role of information disclosure in reducing market eﬃciency has been the subject of
extensive research. Although cost-free, voluntary, and veriﬁable disclosure is unlikely to be a reliable source of information, information disclosure can increase transparent
understanding of market eﬃciency [18]. Using the agent
connection rate, degree, comparative ratio of available
nodes, centrality, network density, network eﬃciency, and
edge loading capacity, the system risk of P2P loan market is
modeled and analyzed from the perspective of complex
network. It is found that the relationship between loanborrow network topology and default loan is signiﬁcant [19].
When we study the relationship between text-related factors
and the probability of successful ﬁnancing and default of
peer-to-peer loans of two leading European platforms, we
ﬁnd that text-related factors can hardly predict the default
probability of P2P loans of the two platforms if capital is
obtained as a condition [20]. The P2P online lending market
brings together noninstitutional borrowers and lenders. In a
typical lending market, borrowers have to show their
projects and lenders decide on the terms on which they are
prepared to provide the required capital. However, since
many borrowings are not secured by collateral, the most
important task is to assess the borrower’s credit [21]. In the
absence of hard and quantiﬁable bank data, investors are
unable to translate existing information into appropriate
market activities, thus threatening the sustainability of this
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new lending concept [21]. Through the analysis of more than
200,000 loan application materials by using the Language Query
and Word Statistics (LIWC) software, it is found that there is a
positive correlation between the written narrative related to
personal ﬁnancial situation and the success of loan [22].
This paper considers for the ﬁrst time that there are two
kinds of supervision methods for market supervision,
namely, “strong supervision” and “weak supervision.” There
are two diﬀerent operation modes of “compliance management” and “noncompliance management” in P2P platform. It puts forward four game modes between market
supervision department and P2P platform: (strong supervision, compliance management), (strong supervision,
noncompliance management, (weak supervision, compliance management), and (weak supervision, noncompliance
management). The paper is structured as follows. Section 2
establishes the payment matrix of the game between the P2P
platform and the supervisory organization through the assumption of premise and variable. Then, under strong supervision and weak supervision, the static game models of
P2P platform and supervisory organization are established,
respectively. At the same time, the static game models of P2P
platform and supervisory organization are established under
the conditions of compliance and noncompliance, respectively. Section 3 is from diﬀerent perspectives to analyze the
various related behavioral factors of the supervision organizations and the P2P lending platforms. These factors will
aﬀect the probability of the P2P lending platforms choosing
compliance or noncompliance, as well as the probability of
the third-party supervision organizations choosing strong
supervision and weak supervision. Section 4 is to collect 236
data from the normal operation platform of Guangdong
Province at the end of 2018 and 404 of the problem platform,
that is, the total platform size is 640, and carry out case
analysis of relevant inﬂuencing factors. Finally, Section 5
concludes this work.

2. Static Game between Both Market
Supervision Organizations and
P2P Platforms
According to the second section, the risk of default on the P2P
platform is very large and the market supervision department
needs to supervise the platform. However, due to the market
supervision, there are two methods of supervision: “strong
supervision” and “weak supervision.” The low supervision
cost is low, and the strong supervision cost is high. The
platform will also have two diﬀerent operation strategies:
“compliance management” and “noncompliance management.” Compliance operation is diﬃcult, and noncompliance
operation is simple. To this end, this paper studies four game
modes between market supervision and P2P platforms:
(strong supervision, compliance management), (strong supervision, noncompliance management), (weak supervision,
compliance management), and (weak supervision, noncompliance management), and we ﬁnd the equilibrium solution and discuss the impact of various variables on the P2P
online lending platform and market supervision.
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2.1. Premise Hypothesis and Variable Hypothesis. For the P2P
platform, if it chooses to operate in compliance, the normal
revenue of its compliance operation is R1 and if it chooses to
operate in noncompliance, the additional income (i.e.,
speculative income) it receives is R2 . For a compliant P2P
platform, the unit operating cost it needs to pay is C1 . The
“unit” in this article can refer to a P2P platform. Assume that
the market supervision agency implements strong supervision costs, per unit of input C2 , and weakly supervised
costs of implementation, per unit of input C3 ; then, there is
C3 < C2 . If we consider the existence of moral hazard and
choose the platform of irregular operation, in order to avoid
supervision, we will pay a certain camouﬂage cost, assuming
that the unit camouﬂage cost is C4 ; then, there is C4 < C1 .
Obviously, once the platform chooses to operate irregularly,
for speculative borrowers in the P2P market, in order to
obtain the loan of the P2P platform, they will set a certain
false project return rate, pour into the irregularly operated
P2P platform, and wait for the loan by promising to give the
P2P platform a certain proﬁt rebate. Then, they will run away
to escape debts immediately. In reality, even the compliant
P2P platform does not fully guarantee the lender’s ﬁnancial
security. A noncompliant P2P platform may not necessarily
result in the loss of funds of the lender. In order to study the
consistency of the premise, this paper only considers a
situation where if the P2P platform chooses to operate in
noncompliance, it will result in the loss of the lender’s funds,
assuming that the unit’s ﬁnancial loss is a. In the process of
research, a is regarded as the loss to the whole society, that is,
the loss of public interest, including the loss of reputation of
the P2P platform, the decrease of investors’ trust in the P2P
market, and various invisible losses in the P2P market. This
paper regards the supervision organization as the representative of the public interest to bear these explicit and
implicit losses.
Assume that under the strong supervision of the supervision organization, once the noncompliant P2P platform is discovered, it will be exposed and punished,
assuming the unit ﬁne as A. It is also assumed that the
supervision organization will not process the kickback of the
opportunity investors obtained from the noncompliant P2P
platform (because it cannot be investigated), but the ﬁnes for
ﬁnes will be owned by the supervision organization. Due to
the noncompliant P2P platform, once it is detected by the
supervision organization, it will be exposed. It is assumed
that the proﬁt of the negative exposure of the P2P platform
by the supervision organization is R3 . Since the P2P platform
is negatively exposed due to noncompliance, its reputation
will obviously be seriously negatively aﬀected. Therefore, the
earnings of the P2P platform after being negatively exposed
will be lower than the normal earnings of compliance operation, that is, R3 < R1 . This paper records r � R3 − R1 < 0,
where r is a negative value indicating the reputation loss of
the P2P platform after being negatively exposed.
Under the weak supervision of the supervision organization, the P2P platform that chooses noncompliant operation has invested in the camouﬂage cost, so the supervision
organization is misled. At this time, instead of punishing the
P2P platform, it encourages the P2P platform, assuming that
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the incentive cost of the supervision organization is E.
Further assume that the market size of the P2P platform is L;
the probability of choosing a compliant P2P platform is
p � (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), and the probability of choosing a noncompliant P2P platform is 1 − p. Another meaning of p is
that the bigger the p, the greater the probability that the P2P
platform chooses to operate in compliance; this also indicates that the P2P platform intends to choose compliance
management. Also, the smaller the p, the smaller the
probability that the P2P platform chooses to operate in
compliance. That is, the P2P platform’s intention is to
choose noncompliant operations. In the P2P platform
market, the probability that the supervision organization
adopts strong supervision is q � (0 ≤ q ≤ 1) and the probability of adopting weak supervision is 1 − q. Another
meaning of q is that the bigger the q, the greater the
probability that the supervision organization chooses strong
supervision; this also indicates that the supervision organization will choose to supervise. Also, the smaller the q, the
smaller the probability that the supervision organization
chooses strong supervision. That is, the supervision organization’ intention is to choose weak supervision.
2.2. Establish a Static Game Payment Matrix. Under the
assumption that the market size of the P2P platform is L, we
have the following cases:.
(1) When the supervision organization conducts strong
supervision, it needs to pay the supervision cost as C2 L.
If the P2P lending platform chooses to operate in
compliance, the supervision organization needs to issue
incentive E to the P2P lending platform. At this time,
the beneﬁts of P2P platform include three parts: one is
the normal revenue R1 obtained by compliance operation; the other is the audit cost C1 L for the compliance operation; and the third is the incentive E
issued by the supervision organization. If the P2P
lending platform chooses to operate in noncompliance,
the expected beneﬁts of the supervision organization
consists of three parts: one is to pay the supervisory cost
C2 L; the other is the loss aL to the entire P2P online
loan market when there are noncompliant operators in
the market; and the third is to impose a ﬁne AL on the
platform. At this point, the beneﬁt of the noncompliant
P2P online lending platform is composed of four parts:
one is that it can receive the rebate delivery R2 from the
low-quality borrower; the other is that the normal
return R3 is obtained by the platform after being investigated and punished; the third is the ﬁne AL that
needs to be handed over to the supervision organization; and the fourth is to pay a certain camouﬂage
cost for the platform as C4 L.
(2) When the supervision organization conducts weak
supervision, if the P2P lending platform chooses to
operate in compliance, the supervision cost paid by
the supervision organization is C3 L and the incentive
issued to the P2P platform of the compliance operation is E. At this point, the beneﬁt of the P2P

lending platform that operates in compliance has
three parts: one is the normal income R1 obtained by
the compliance operation; the other is the audit cost
C1 L for the compliance operation; the third is the
incentive E issued by the supervision organization. If
the P2P lending platform chooses to operate in
noncompliance, the weak supervision cost that the
supervision organization needs to pay is C3 L and the
loss caused by the noncompliant operation of the
P2P market is aL. Since the noncompliant P2P
lending platform will also invest a certain amount of
camouﬂage costs, the supervision organization still
needs to issue incentive E to these noncompliant P2P
lending platforms. In addition, the beneﬁt of the
noncompliant P2P lending platform consists of four
parts: one is the normal return R1 obtained during
normal operation, the other is that it may receive
rebate R2 from low-quality borrowers; the third is to
obtain the incentive E issued by the supervision
organization; and the fourth is the need to pay a
certain camouﬂage cost as C4 L. Based on this, we
establish a static game payment matrix, as shown in
Table 1.
2.3. Static Game Model
2.3.1. Supervision Organization Expectation Return Model
Based on Static Game. This section calculates the probability
p of P2P online lending platform selection compliance
operation. When p is given, from the perspective of the
supervision organization, according to the payment matrix
Table 1 and when the supervision organization chooses
strong supervision q � 1, according to the game theory
[23, 24], the expected return E(p, 1) can be expressed as
E(p, 1) � p − C2 L − E +(1 − p) AL − aL − C2 L
� A + p − a − C2 L − ALp.

(1)

When the supervision organization chooses weak supervision q � 0, the expected return E(p, 0) can be expressed
as
E(p, 0) � p − C3 L − E +(1 − p) − C2 L − aL − E
� − C3 L − aL − E + Lp.

(2)

However, from the perspective of the P2P lending
platform, it does not want the supervision organization to
guess how it should deal with market supervision, let alone
to make its own decisions to conduct compliance or noncompliance operations to be found out. Therefore, from the
perspective of the expected income of the supervision organization, whether it is strong supervision or weak supervision, it follows the principle of no arbitrage in the
equilibrium state. There is no diﬀerence in expected returns.
Therefore, according to the principle of no arbitrage in the
equilibrium state of the static game, the equilibrium conditions of the market at this time are
E(p, 1) � E(p, 0).

(3)
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Table 1: Payment matrix of the game between the P2P platform and the supervision organization.
Market supervision organization
Strong supervision (q)
Weak supervision (1 − q)

Compliance management (p)
(− C2 L − E, R1 + E − C1 L)
(− C3 L − E, R1 + E − C1 L)

Find the equilibrium solution as follows:
p∗ �

C3 − C2 + AL + E
.
AL

(4)

The p∗ of equation (4) is the probability of P2P online
lending platform selecting compliance operation under
equilibrium state. Because 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, we have
0 ≤ E ≤ C2 − C3 L.

(5)

Equation (5) indicates that incentive E is issued by the
supervision organization using the cost diﬀerence of the
intensity of supervision. The following discusses the probability p of the P2P lending platform to choose compliance
management:
(1) If the P2P lending platform chooses the probability
of
compliance
operation
p < (((C3 − C2 + A)L + E)/AL), it shows that the P2P
lending platform actually chooses noncompliant
operations. The precondition for the P2P lending
platform to choose noncompliant operations is that
the income from choosing noncompliant operations
is greater than the beneﬁt from selecting compliance
operations, so we have the following:
(i) If
C2 − C3 < ((AL + E)/L),
then
AL − aL − C2 L > C3 L − aL − E. At this point,
the supervision organization chooses strong
supervision. This shows that when the diﬀerence
between strong supervision cost and weak supervision cost C2 − C3 is less than (AL + E)/L,
that is, when the diﬀerence between strong
supervision cost and weak supervision cost is
not too big, the supervision organization
chooses strong supervision. On the one hand, it
is beneﬁcial to the supervision organization to
invest in the P2P market, and on the other hand,
it can supervise the noncompliant P2P platform
to meet the standard operation.
(ii) If
C2 − C3 < ((AL + E)/L),
then
AL − aL − C2 L > C3 L − aL − E. At this point,
the supervision organization chooses weak supervision.
This
is
because
when
C2 − C3 > ((AL + E)/L), the strong supervision
cost invested by the supervision organization is
very diﬀerent from the weak supervision cost. If
the supervision organization chooses strong
supervision, it will invest a large cost. In order to
save costs, the supervision organization will be
more willing to choose weak supervision for the
P2P market.

P2P lending platform
Noncompliance management (1 − p)
(AL − aL − C2 L, R2 + R3 − AL − C4 L)
(− C3 L − aL − E, R1 + R2 + E − C4 L)

(iii) If
C2 − C3 < ((AL + E)/L),
then
AL − aL − C2 L � C3 L − aL − E. At this point,
the supervision organization will choose strong
supervision or weak supervision according to
the actual operation of the P2P market.
(2) If the P2P lending platform chooses the probability
of
compliance
operation
p > (((C3 − C2 A)L + E)/AL), it indicates that the
P2P lending platform chooses to operate in compliance. Because C3 < C2 , − C3 L − E > C2 L − E; that
is, the supervision organization chooses the beneﬁts
of weak supervision to be greater than the beneﬁts of
strong supervision. At this point, the supervision
organization must choose weak supervision. That is
to say, when the P2P lending platform chooses to
operate in compliance, the supervision organization
will choose weak supervision to reduce the supervision cost.
(3) In the equilibrium state, the probability of P2P
lending platform selecting compliance operation is
p∗ (((C3 − C2 A)L + E)/AL); then, the supervision
organization will choose strong supervision or weak
supervision according to the actual operation of the
market.
2.3.2. P2P Lending Platform Expectation Return Model Based
on Static Game. In this section, we calculate the probability
q of selecting strong supervision by the supervision organization. When given q, from the perspective of P2P lending
platform, according to the payment matrix in Table 1, the
expected return E(1, q) of the P2P lending platform to select
the compliance operation p � 1 can be expressed as
E(1, q) � q R1 − C1 L + E +(1 − q) R1 − C1 L + E
� R1 + E − C1 L.

(6)

The expected return E(0, q) of the P2P lending platform
to select noncompliant business p � 0 can be expressed as
E(0, q) � q R2 + R3 − AL − C4 L +(1 − q) R2 + R1 + E − C4 L
� R3 − AL − R1 − Eq + R2 + R1 + E − C4 L.

(7)
Similarly, from the point of view of the supervision
organization, they do not want P2P lending platforms to
guess what kind of supervisory strategies they will choose;
that is, they do not want to make strong or weak supervisory
decisions to be discovered by the platform, so the expected
beneﬁts of the supervision organization for P2P lending
platforms in compliance and noncompliance are no different. Therefore, according to the principle of no arbitrage
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in the equilibrium state of the static game, the equilibrium
conditions of the market are as follows:
E(1, q) � E(0, q).

(8)

Solving equation (6) can obtain the market equilibrium
solution as follows:
q∗ �

C4 L − C1 L − R2
.
R3 − R1 − AL − E

(9)

The q∗ of equation (9) is the probability that the P2P
online lending platform chooses to operate in compliance
under equilibrium.
We
know
1 ≤ q ≤ 1,
so
C4 L − C1 L − R2 ≤ R3 − R1 − AL − E. The following discussion of the probability q of the supervision organization to
choose strong supervision:
(1) If the supervision organization chooses the probability
of
strong
supervision
q < ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)),
it
means that the supervision organization actually
chose weak supervision. Because C4 < C1 ,
R2 + R1 + E − C4 L > R1 + E − C1 L; this shows that
the P2P lending platform has chosen noncompliant
operations. Therefore, when the supervision organization conducts weak supervision on the market,
the P2P lending platform will choose noncompliant
operations.
(2) If the supervision organization chooses the probability
of
strong
supervision
q > ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)),
it
means that the supervision organization actually
chose strong supervision.
(i) When E > R2 + (R3 − R1 ) + (C1 − C4 )L − AL,
there is R1 + E − C1 L > R2 + R3 − AL − C4 L.
This shows that when the supervision organization’s reward E for the P2P lending platform
exceeds R2 + (R3 + R1 ) + (C1 − C4 )L − AL or
when the supervision organization’s incentive
for the P2P lending platform is suﬃciently large,
the P2P lending platform will choose to operate
in compliance.
(ii) When E < R2 + (R3 − R1 ) + (C1 − C4 )L − AL,
there is R1 + E − C1 L < R2 + R3 − C4 L − AL.
This shows that when the supervision organization’s reward E for the P2P lending platform is
less than R2 + (R3 − R1 ) + (C1 − C4 )L − AL or
when the supervision organization’s incentive
for the P2P lending platform is not strong
enough, the P2P lending platform will choose
noncompliant operations.
(iii) When E � R2 + (R3 − R1 ) + (C1 − C4 )L − AL,
there is R1 + E − C1 L � R2 + R3 − C4 L − AL; at
this point, the P2P lending platform will choose

to operate in compliance or noncompliance
according to the actual situation of market
supervision.
(3) In equilibrium, the probability that the supervision
organization chooses strong supervision is
q∗ � ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)); at this
point, the P2P lending platform will arbitrarily
choose to operate in compliance or not.
Therefore, the equilibrium state of the game is
(p∗ , 1 − p∗ )(q∗ , 1 − q∗ ); that is, ((((C3 − C2 + A)L+
E)/AL), 1− (((C3 − C2 + A)L + E)/AL)) (((C4 L − C1 L + R2 )/
(R3 − R1 − AL − E)), 1− ((C4 L − C1 L + R2 )/(R3 − R1 − AL−
E)))}. The P2P lending platform conducts compliance operations with a probability greater than p∗ � (((C3 − C2 +
A)L + E)/AL), and the supervision organization conducts
strong supervision with a probability greater than
q∗ � ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)).

3. Analysis of the Influence of Game Model
Parameter Changes on Equilibrium Points
According to the probability under the equilibrium state, we
analyze how the behavior factors of participants inﬂuence
the probability of strong supervision of the supervision
organizations and the probability of the P2P lending platform choosing to operate in compliance.
3.1. Analysis of the Impact of Platform Compliance Operating
Probability p∗ on Other Behavioral Factors in Equilibrium
State. When the game is in equilibrium, the probability
expression p∗ � (((C3 − C2 + A)L + E)/AL) of the P2P
platform choosing the compliance strategy is analyzed. From
this expression, it can be seen that there are ﬁve variables that
aﬀect the probability of P2P lending platform selecting
compliance operation, as follows:
(1) The relationship between the p∗ and the unit cost C2
of strong supervision by the supervision
organization
Because (zp∗ /zC2 ) � − (1/A) < 0, when other conditions are constant, equilibrium state p∗ and unit
cost C2 of strong supervision by supervision organization are monotonously decreasing. That is,
when the unit cost of the supervised organization’s
strong supervision increases, the probability that
the P2P lending platform chooses the compliance
management strategy will decrease. It may be because when the cost of the supervision organization
keeps rising, the supervision organization will reduce the supervision because of the high cost, which
indirectly leads to that the probability of choosing a
compliant business strategy for the P2P lending
platform will decrease. Therefore, we need to reduce
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or save the unit cost of supervision by ﬁnancial
institutions as much as possible, which can indirectly increase the probability of the P2P lending
platform choosing the compliance strategy, so as to
better select those participants with better credit
level, which is conducive to the development of the
industry.
(2) The relationship between the p∗ and the unit penalty
A payment of the P2P lending platform after detection by supervision organizations
Because
(zp∗ /zA) � (((C2 − C3 )L − E)/A2 L) ≥ 0,
when other conditions are constant, the relationship
between the equilibrium state p∗ and the unit penalty
A of a P2P lending platform detected by the supervision
organization is in a monotonous increase. That is, when
the unit penalty A paid by the P2P lending platform
increases, the probability of the P2P lending platform
selecting a compliant business strategy will increase. As
the unit ﬁne increases, the P2P lending platform may
evade the amount of the ﬁne to be larger than its
expected return. Therefore, for the supervision organization, the ﬁnes can be appropriately increased to
increase the probability of compliance operation of the
P2P lending platform, and at the same time, it is also a
kind of protection for high-quality borrowers.
(3) The relationship between the p∗ and the unit cost C3
of weak supervision by the supervision organization
Because (zp∗ /zC3 ) � − (1/A) > 0, when other conditions are constant, equilibrium state p∗ and unit
cost C3 of weak supervision by supervision organization are monotonously increasing. That is to say,
when the unit cost of weak supervision increases, the
probability of the P2P lending platform choosing the
compliance management strategy will increase.
Maybe, when the weak supervision cost of the supervision organization increases, the scope and
breadth of supervision organization will also increase, which indirectly leads to that the probability
of the P2P lending platform choosing the compliance
strategy will increase. Therefore, we need to increase
the breadth of supervision as much as possible
without changing the intensity of supervision, which
can indirectly increase the probability of P2P lending
platform choosing the compliance management
strategy, so as to better select those participants with
better credit level, which is conducive to the development of the industry.
(4) The relationship between the p∗ and the incentive E
obtained when the P2P lending platform is operating
in compliance
Because (zp∗ /zE) � (1/AL) > 0, when other conditions are constant, the relationship between the
equilibrium state p∗ and the incentive E obtained
when the P2P lending platform is operating in
compliance is monotonously increasing. That is to
say, when the incentive for the compliance operation
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of P2P lending platform increases, the probability of
selecting the compliance operation strategy of P2P
lending platform will increase, because when the
incentive increases, the P2P lending platform can
increase its expected revenue. So for the supervision
organization, the incentive intensity can be increased
appropriately to increase the probability of the
compliance operation of the P2P lending platform.
(5) Relationship between p∗ and market size L
Because (zp∗ /zL) � (1/AL2 ) < 0, when other conditions are constant, the relationship between the
equilibrium state p∗ and the market size L is monotonously decreasing. That is, the larger the P2P
market is, the lower the probability that the P2P
lending platform will choose a compliant business
strategy. It may be because when the P2P market
continues to rise, the supervision organization will
reduce the supervision or noncompliance platform
because of the high cost. The probability of institutional investigations is reduced, which indirectly
leads to a lower probability that the P2P lending
platform will choose a compliant business strategy.
Therefore, we need to maintain the market size as
much as possible within a reasonable range, which is
neither too large and diﬃcult to supervise nor can it
be too small to inhibit the healthy development of the
platform. It can indirectly increase the probability of
selecting a compliance management strategy for the
P2P lending platform. It will be better to select those
participants with better credits, which will beneﬁt the
development of the industry.
3.2. Analysis of the Inﬂuence of Strong Supervision Probability
of Supervision Organizations on Other Behavioral Factors in
Equilibrium State. When the equilibrium state of the game
is reached, the supervision organization selects the probability
expression
q∗ � ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/(R3 −
R1 − AL − E)) of the strong supervision for analysis. From
the expression, it can be known that there are seven variables
that will aﬀect the probability that the supervision organization chooses strong supervision, as follows:
(1) The relationship between the q∗ and the P2P lending
platform to select the unit cost C3 of the compliance
management
Because (zp∗ /zC1 ) � − (L/(R2 − R1 − AL − E)) > 0,
when other conditions are constant, the relationship
between the equilibrium state q∗ Q and the unit cost
C1 of the P2P lending platform to select the compliance operation is monotonously increasing. That is,
when the unit cost of the P2P lending platform
choosing to operate in compliance increases, the
probability of strong supervision by the supervision
organization will increase. Because when carrying out
compliance management, the P2P lending platform
will pay a certain amount of manpower cost and ﬁnancial cost to carry out information audit of
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borrowers, information audit of loan projects, etc.,
while some platforms may have a ﬂuke mentality in
order to ensure their beneﬁts with the increase of
payment cost and then adopt irregular operation, so
that the supervision organization can carry out the
supervision. It will increase the probability of its
supervision.
(2) The relationship between the q∗ and the P2P lending
platform to select the unit camouﬂage cost C4 of
noncompliant management
Because (zp∗ /zC1 ) � − (L/(R2 − R1 − AL − E)) > 0,
when other conditions are constant, the relationship
between the equilibrium state q∗ and the unit
camouﬂage cost C4 of the P2P lending platform to
select noncompliant operations is monotonously
decreasing. That is, when the P2P lending platform
chooses the unit camouﬂage cost C4 of the noncompliant management to increase, the probability
of the supervision organization performing strong
supervision will decrease. It may be because of the
noncompliance management, as the cost of camouﬂage continues to increase, the supervision organization mistakenly believes that there are more
compliance platforms in the market, so it tends to
adopt weak supervision in the next supervision
process.
(3) The relationship between the q∗ and the extra income R2 obtained by the platform due to
noncompliance
Because (zp∗ /zR2 ) � − (L/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)) > 0,
when other conditions are constant, the relationship
between the equilibrium state q∗ and the additional
beneﬁt R2 obtained by the platform due to noncompliant management is monotonously increasing.
That is, when the additional income R2 obtained by
the platform due to noncompliant management
increases, the probability of the supervision organization performing strong supervision increases.
Because this kind of income due to noncompliance is
an abnormal income, if this phenomenon is generated in a large area, it will have a very adverse
impact on the industry and the stability of the ﬁnancial order will be aﬀected. Therefore, the supervision organization will increase the probability
of strong supervision to prevent this phenomenon
from happening.
(4) The relationship between q∗ and the unit ﬁne A
payment of P2P lending platform after it was found
out by the supervision organization because it did
not operate in compliance
Because
(zq∗ /zA) � ((L(C4 L − C1 L − R2 ))/
(R3 − R1 − AL − E)2 ) ≤ 0, when other conditions are
constant, the relationship between equilibrium state
q∗ and unit ﬁne A paid by the supervision organization after it was found out that the P2P lending
platform did not operate in compliance is

monotonously decreasing. That is, the greater the
number of unit ﬁnes imposed by the supervision
organization on the P2P lending platform, the less
likely the supervision organization will conduct
strong supervision. Because the unit ﬁnes increase,
the P2P lending platform will choose to operate in
compliance to avoid paying ﬁnes, so the supervision
organization will reduce its probability of supervision. Therefore, we can impose appropriate ﬁnes on
platforms that do not conduct compliance operations, which can not only ensure the supervision of
the supervision organization but also enable the P2P
lending platform to choose the strategy of compliance management and promote self-discipline.
(5) The relationship between q∗ and the revenue R3 of
P2P lending platform which is punished by the
supervision organization after it is found out that no
compliance management is carried out and normal
revenue R1 of P2P lending platform compliance
management
Here, we will make r � R3 − R1 < 0; r is used because
the lending platform has not been found by the
supervision organizations to operate in compliance,
and the loss is caused by the decline in reputation of
information after it is made public in the market.
Because C4 < C1 , (zq∗ /zr) � (L(C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/
(R3 − R1 − AL − E)2 ) ≤ 0, so when other conditions
are constant, the relationship between equilibrium
state q∗ and reputation loss r of P2P lending platform
is monotonously decreasing after being detected by
supervision organizations because of noncompliance
operation. That is, the greater the reputation loss of
the P2P lending platform, the lower the probability
that the supervision organization will conduct strong
supervision. Therefore, for the P2P lending platform,
industry self-discipline should be strengthened to
prevent excessive dependence on the supervision
organization. For supervision organizations, the
information sharing system should be strengthened
and social supervision should be assisted to promote
eﬀective competition and survival of the ﬁttest in the
industry.
(6) Relationship between q∗ and market size L
Because (zq∗ /zL) � ((C4 − C1 )(R2 − R2 − E)/(R3 −
R1 − AL − E)2 ) > 0, when other conditions are constant, the relationship between the equilibrium state
q∗ and the market size L of the P2P lending platform
is monotonously increasing. That is, the larger the
size of the entire P2P market, the greater the
probability that the supervision organization will
conduct strong supervision. Therefore, when the
platform for noncompliance is growing, there will be
more and more platforms for noncompliance, the
potential harm to the society will be greater and
greater, and the ﬁnancial order will become increasingly unstable. Therefore, the supervision organization will increase the probability of
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supervision to protect the ﬁnancial security and
rights of the participants. Therefore, as a supervision
organization, it can reduce the losses caused by
noncompliant operating platforms and maintain the
stability of ﬁnancial order through strong
supervision.
(7) The relationship between the q∗ and the incentive E
issued by the supervision organization
Because
(zq∗ /zE) � ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/
2
(R3 − R1 − AL − E) ) < 0, when other conditions are
constant, the relationship between the equilibrium
state q∗ and the incentive E issued by the supervision
organization is monotonously decreasing. That is,
the greater the incentives issued, the more the supervision policy tends to be supervised by means of
market regulation and platform self-discipline, that
is, by issuing greater incentives to promote competition within the industry; that is, the probability of
adopting weak supervision will increase.

4. Model Application and Case Analysis
4.1. Data Collections. In 2018, Guangdong Province ranked
ﬁrst in the number of P2P lending platforms in China and
ranked among the top three in terms of online loan balance
(Guangdong, Beijing, Shanghai). By the end of 2018, there
were 236 platforms in normal operation in Guangdong
Province and 404 problem platforms, with a total platform
size of 640 (See https://m.wdzj.com); that is, the market size
of Guangdong Province was L � 640. In 2018, the total
transaction volume of China’s Guangdong P2P lending
platform was 270 billion. The income source of the general
platform is directly proportional to the transaction volume,
which is approximately 1%–10% of the transaction volume,
including handling fees and management fees. And, the total
volume in 2018 is 10% less than that in the previous year. We
can regard these reductions as the reputation loss of those
platforms that violate the rules after exposure, that is, r �
R3 − R1 � − 270000 million yuan. According to the actual
situation, the cost of normal operation of a medium-sized
P2P lending platform including at least the construction
cost, operating cost, and customer acquisition cost of the
website is about 2 million per year; that is, C1 � 200 million
yuan, assuming that the camouﬂage cost is one tenth, that is,
C4 � 200, 000 yuan. According to the publicity of the special
fund (ﬁnancial services) support project for promoting
economic development in Guangdong Province in 2018, a
total of 60 million special funds will be issued, involving a
total of 20 million ﬁnancial innovations; that is, the total
incentives obtained during compliance operations will be
E � 20 million yuan. According to the penalty notice for the
P2P-related violation platform, most of the ﬁnes are between
10,000 and 50,000 yuan, except for some platforms that
involve a large amount of money. For example, China Anhui
Juyun Technology Co., Ltd. was suspected of violating the
regulations and was imposed an administrative penalty of
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40,000 yuan by the Industrial and Commercial Quality
Supervision Bureau of Bengbu City. Shenzhen Jinhai loan
ﬁnancial service company was ﬁned 12,000 yuan, and
Shenyang Haifo Xingmin Investment Co., Ltd. was ﬁned
10,000 yuan by the Shuangyashan Market Supervision Bureau. Based on the above information, combined with the
actual situation in Guangdong Province of China, we assume
that the unit cost of the weak supervision by the supervision
organization is between 0 and 10000 yuan of C3 . The unit
cost of strong supervision by the supervision organization is
50000 and 60000 yuan of C2 . The unit penalty paid by the
P2P lending platform after being detected by the supervision
organization is A � 30, 000 yuan and R2 � 10 million yuan.
4.2. Analysis of Related Factors
4.2.1. Impact of C2 and C3 on the Probability p∗ of Platform
Selection for Compliant Operation. Assuming that the incentive E � 2000 issued by the supervisory authority, platform market size L � 640, and penalty after exposure of
noncompliant operation A � 3, we consider that when the
unit cost of strong supervision is C2 � 5, 5.25, 5.5, 5.75, and
6, the unit costs of weak supervision of supervision institutions are C3 � 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, the impact of C2 and
C3 on the probability p∗ of platform selection compliance
operation is analyzed. According to formula (4), the corresponding value of p∗ can be calculated, as shown in
Table 2.
When E � 2000, L � 640, and A � 3, the expression p∗ �
((C3 − C2 + AL + E)/AL) of the platform selection compliance management probability when substituting C2 � 5 and
C3 � 0 into the equilibrium state can be found at this time
p∗ � 0.38 (keep 2 decimal places). Other values are calculated using this logic. In order to visualize the table, the value
of C3 is separately 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, as shown in
Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the unit cost C2 of the platform
selection compliance operation probability p∗ and the supervision organization for strong supervision is monotonously decreasing. That is, when the unit cost of the
supervision by the supervision organization increases, the
probability of the P2P lending platform selecting the
compliance management strategy will decrease. The unit
cost C3 of weak supervision with the supervision organization is monotonously increasing. That is, when the unit
cost of the weak supervision by the supervision organization
increases, the probability of the P2P lending platform
selecting the compliance management strategy will increase.
4.2.2. Impact of E and A on the Probability p∗ of Platform
Selection for Compliance Operation. Suppose that the unit
cost of weak supervision is C3 � 0.25, the market size of
platform is L � 640, and the unit cost of strong supervision is
C2 � 6.25, we analyze the impact of E and A on the probability p∗ of compliance operation of the platform when the
incentive given by the supervision organization is E � 2000,
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Table 2: The inﬂuence of C2 and C3 on the probability p∗ of the platform to choose compliance management (take E � 2000, L � 640, and
A � 3).
p∗
C3
C3
C3
C3
C3

�0
� 0.25
� 0.5
� 0.75
�1

C2 � 5

C2 � 5.25

C2 � 5.5

C2 � 5.75

C2 � 6

0.38
0.46
0.54
0.63
0.71

0.29
0.38
0.46
0.54
0.63

0.21
0.29
0.38
0.46
0.54

0.13
0.21
0.29
0.38
0.46

0.04
0.13
0.21
0.29
0.38

Eﬀects of C2 and C3 on platform selection compliance operational probability p∗

0.8
0.7
0.6

(p∗)

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

5

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5
(C2)

5.6

C3 = 0

C3 = 0.75

C3 = 0.25

C3 = 1

5.7

5.8

5.9

6

C3 = 0.5

Figure 1: The inﬂuence of C2 and C3 on the probability p∗ of the platform to choose compliance management.

Table 3: The impact of E and A on the probability p∗ of platform selection compliance management (take C3 � 0.25, L � 640, and
C2 � 6.25).
p∗
A�3
A�4
A�5
A�6
A�7

E � 2000
0.04
0.28
0.43
0.52
0.59

E � 2200
0.15
0.36
0.49
0.57
0.63

E � 2000, 2200, 2400, 2600, and 2800, as well respectively,
and the penalty A � 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 after the nonconforming
operation is found and exposed. According to formula (4),
the corresponding value of p∗ can be calculated, as shown in
Table 3.
When C3 � 0.25, L � 640, and C2 � 6.25, the expression
p∗ � ((C3 − C2 + AL + E)/AL) of the platform selection
compliance management probability when substituting E �

E � 2400
0.25
0.44
0.55
0.63
0.68

E � 2600
0.35
0.52
0.61
0.68
0.72

E � 2800
0.46
0.59
0.68
0.73
0.77

2000 and A � 3 into the equilibrium state can be found at
this point, p∗ � 0.04 (keep 2 decimal places). Other values
are calculated using this logic. In order to visualize the table,
the value of E is separately taken as 2000, 2200, 2400, 2600,
and 2800, as shown in Figure 2.
It is known from Figure 2 that the relationship between
the equilibrium state p∗ and the unit penalty A paid by the
P2P lending platform after being detected by the supervision
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E and A on platform selection compliance operational probability p∗

0.8
0.7
0.6

(p∗)

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
2000

2100

2200

2300

2400
(E)

2500

A=3

A=6

A=4

A=7

2600

2700

2800

A=5

Figure 2: The inﬂuence of E and A on the probability p∗ of the platform to choose compliance management.

Table 4: The impact of L on the probability p∗ of the platform to choose compliance management (take C3 � 0.25, E � 1800, A � 4, and
C2 � 6.25).
L
500
625
714
789
849
p∗
0.40
0.22
0.13
0.07
0.03

organization is monotonously increasing. That is, when the
unit penalty A paid by the P2P lending platform increases,
the probability of selecting a compliance management
strategy for the P2P lending platform will increase. The
relationship between the equilibrium state p∗ and the incentive E obtained during the P2P platform’s compliance
management is monotonously increasing. That is, when the
incentive E obtained during the P2P platform’s compliance
operation increases, the probability of the P2P lending
platform selecting the compliance management strategy
increases.
4.2.3. Impact of L on the Probability p∗ of Platform Selection
for Compliant Operation. Assuming that the supervision
organization is weak in supervising unit cost C3 � 0.25,
incentives issued by supervisory bodies is E � 1800,
penalty after exposure of noncompliant operation is
A � 4, and supervision institutions strengthen supervision
of unit cost C2 � 6.25, we consider the impact on the
probability p∗ that the platform choices the compliance
operation when the market size of the platform is L � 500,
625, 714, 789, and 849, respectively. According to formula

(4), the corresponding value of p∗ can be calculated, as
shown in Table 4.
When C3 � 0.25, E � 1800, A � 4, and C2 � 6.25, the
expression p∗ � ((C3 − C2 + AL + E)/AL) of the platform
selection compliance management probability when
substituting L � 600 into the equilibrium state can be found
at this point, p∗ � 0.40 (keep 2 decimal places). Other values
are calculated using this logic. In order to visualize the table,
the value of L is separately taken as 600, 850, 1100, 1350, and
1600, as shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the relationship between the equilibrium state p∗ and the market size L is
monotonously decreasing; that is, the larger the P2P market
size, the lower the probability that the P2P lending platform
selects the compliance management strategy.
4.2.4. Inﬂuence of C4 and C1 on the Probability q∗ of Strong
Supervision by Supervision Organizations. Assuming that
incentives from supervisory agencies E � 2000, platform
market size L � 640, penalty after exposure of noncompliant
operation A � 3, additional revenue from platform noncompliant operation R2 � 1000, and reputation loss of illegal
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Eﬀect of L on platform selection compliance operational probability p∗

0.4
0.35
0.3

(p∗)

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
600

700

800

900

1000

1100
(L)

1200

1300

1400

1500

1600

Figure 3: The inﬂuence of L on the probability p∗ of the platform to choose compliance management.

Table 5: The inﬂuence of C4 and C1 on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization (take E � 2000, L � 640,
A � 3, R2 � 1000, and R3 − R1 � − 270000).
q∗
� 200
� 225
� 250
� 275
� 300

C4 � 30

C4 � 40

C4 � 50

C4 � 60

0.42
0.48
0.54
0.60
0.66

0.40
0.46
0.52
0.58
0.63

0.38
0.44
0.49
0.55
0.61

0.35
0.41
0.47
0.53
0.59

0.33
0.39
0.45
0.51
0.56

Eﬀects of C4 and C1 on the probability q∗ of strong supervision

0.7
0.65
0.6

(q∗)

C1
C1
C1
C1
C1

C4 � 20

0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35

200

210

220

230

240

250
(C1)

260

C4 = 20

C4 = 50

C4 = 30

C4 = 60

270

280

290

300

C4 = 40

Figure 4: The inﬂuence of C1 and C4 on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization.
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platform after being exposed R3 − R1 � − 270000, we consider that the camouﬂage costs are C4 � 20, 30, 40, 50, and
60, the inﬂuence of C4 and C1 on the probability q∗ of strong
supervision by the supervision organization is analyzed.
According to formula (4), the corresponding value of q∗ can
be calculated, as shown in Table 5.
When
E � 2000,
L � 640,
A � 3,
R2 � 1000,
R3 − R1 � − 270000, C1 � 200, and C4 � 20 are substituted
for equilibrium state, the expression p∗ � ((C3 − C2 + A L +
E)/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)) of strong supervision probability is
determined by the supervision organization, which can be
found at this point, q∗ � 0.42 (keep 2 decimal places). Other
values are calculated using this logic. In order to visualize the
table, the value of C4 is separately taken as 20, 30, 40, 50, and
60, as shown in Figure 4:
It is known from Figure 4 that when the P2P lending
platform chooses the unit camouﬂage cost C4 of noncompliant operation to increase, the probability q∗ of the
supervision organization to conduct strong supervision will
decrease. When the unit cost of a P2P lending platform
chooses to operate in compliance, the probability of a supervision organization exercising strong supervision will
increase.
4.2.5. Inﬂuence of R2 and r (r � R3 − R1 ) on the Probability
q∗ of Strong Supervision by the Supervision Organization.
Assuming that incentives from supervisory agencies
E � 2000, platform market size L � 640, penalty after exposure of noncompliant operation A � 3, camouﬂage cost in
noncompliance operation C4 � 30, and platform compliance
operating unit cost C1 � 250, we consider that when the
platform is noncompliant, the additional income is
R2 � 1000, 1050, 1100, 1150, and 1200 and the reputation
loss of the illegal platform after being exposed
R3 − R1 � − 270000, − 275000, − 280000, − 285000, and
− 290000, the inﬂuence of R2 and R3 − R1 on the probability
q∗ of strong supervision by supervision organization is
analyzed. According to formula (4), the corresponding value
of q∗ can be calculated, as shown in Table 6.
When E � 2000, L � 640, A � 3, C1 � 250, C4 � 30,
R2 � 1000, and R3 − R1 � − 270000 are substituted for
equilibrium
state,
the
expression
q∗ � ((C3 − C2 + A L + E)/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)) of strong
supervision probability is determined by supervision organization, which can be found at this point, q∗ � 0.5177 (keep
4 decimal places). Other values are calculated using this
logic. In order to visualize the table, the value of R3 − R1 is
separately taken as − 270000, − 275000, 280000, − 285000, and
− 290000, as shown in Figure 5.
It is known from Figure 5 that the greater the reputation loss of the P2P lending platform, the lower the
probability q∗ of the supervision organization to conduct
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strong supervision. When the platform increases the
additional income R2 due to noncompliance, the probability of strong supervision by the supervision organization increases.
4.2.6. Inﬂuence of L and A on the Probability q∗ of Strong
Supervision by the Supervision Organization. Assuming that
incentives from supervisory agencies E � 2000, additional
revenue from platform noncompliant operation R2 � 1150,
reputation loss of illegal platform after being exposed
R3 − R1 � − 280000, camouﬂage cost in noncompliance
operation C4 � 30, and platform compliance operating unit
cost C1 � 250, we consider that when the market size of the
platform is L � 600, 620, 640, 660, and 680, respectively, and
the ﬁne a � 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 after the nonconforming operation is found and exposed, we analyze the impact of L and
a on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization. According to formula (4), the corresponding value of q∗ can be calculated, as shown in
Table 7.
When E � 2000, R2 � 1150, R3 − R1 � − 270000,
C1 � 250, C4 � 30, L � 600, and A � 3 are substituted for
equilibrium
state,
the
expression
q∗ � ((C3 − C2 + A L + E)/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)) of strong
supervision probability is determined by the supervision
organization, which can be found at this point, q∗ � 0.4692
(keep 4 decimal places). Other values are calculated using
this logic. In order to visualize the table, the value of A is
separately taken as 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, as shown in Figure 6.
It is known from Figure 6 that the larger the size of the
entire P2P market, the greater the probability that the supervision organization will conduct strong supervision. The
greater the number of unit ﬁnes imposed by the supervision
organization on the P2P lending platform, the less likely the
supervision organization will conduct strong supervision.
4.2.7. Inﬂuence of E on the Probability q∗ of Strong Supervision by the Supervision Organization. Assuming that the
additional revenue from noncompliance operation of the
platform is R2 � 1000, reputation loss of illegal platform
after being exposed R3 − R1 � − 270000, camouﬂage cost in
noncompliance operation C4 � 30, platform compliance
operating unit cost C1 � 250, platform market size L � 640,
and penalty after exposure of noncompliant operation
A � 3, we analyze the impact of E on the probability q∗ of
strong supervision by the supervision organization when the
additional revenue of noncompliance operation of the
platform is E � 2000, 2200, 2400, 2600 and 2800, respectively. According to formula (4), the corresponding value of
q∗ can be calculated, as shown in Table 8.
When R2 � 1000, R3 − R1 � − 270000, C1 � 250,
L � 640, C4 � 30, A � 3, and E � 2000 are substituted into
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Table 6: The inﬂuence of R2 and r � (R3 − R1 ) on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization (take E � 2000,
L � 640, A � 3, C1 � 250, and C4 � 30).
q∗
R3 −
R3 −
R3 −
R3 −
R3 −

R1
R1
R1
R1
R1

�−
�−
�−
�−
�−

R2 � 1000

R2 � 1050

R2 � 1100

R2 � 1150

R2 � 1200

0.5177
0.5084
0.4994
0.4908
0.4824

0.5179
0.5086
0.4996
0.4910
0.4826

0.5180
0.5087
0.4998
0.4911
0.4828

0.5182
0.5089
0.5000
0.4913
0.4830

0.5184
0.5091
0.5001
0.4915
0.4831

270000
275000
280000
285000
290000

0.525

The impact of R3 – R1 and R2 on the probability q∗ of strong supervision

0.52
0.515

(q∗)

0.51
0.505
0.5
0.495
0.49
0.485
0.48
1000

1020

1040

1060

1080

1100
(R2)

1120

1140

R3 – R1 = –270000

R3 – R1 = –285000

R3 – R1 = –275000

R3 – R1 = –290000

1160

1180

1200

R3 – R1 = –280000

Figure 5: The inﬂuence of R1 and R3 − R1 on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization.

Table 7: The inﬂuence of L and A on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization (take E � 2000, R2 � 1150,
R3 − R1 � − 270000, C1 � 250, and C4 � 30).
q∗
A�3
A�4
A�5
A�6
A�7

L � 600
0.4692
0.4682
0.4672
0.4662
0.4652

L � 620
0.4846
0.4835
0.4825
0.4814
0.4804

the equilibrium state, the supervision organization determines the expression q∗ � ((C3 − C2 + A L + E)/(R3 − R1 −
AL − E)) of the strong supervised probability and it can be
found that q∗ � 0.4692 (keep 4 decimal places). Other values
are calculated using this logic. In order to visualize the table,

L � 640
0.5000
0.4988
0.4977
0.4966
0.4955

L � 600
0.5154
0.5142
0.5130
0.5118
0.5106

L � 680
0.5307
0.5295
0.5282
0.5270
0.5257

the value of E is separately taken as 2000, 2200, 2400, 2600,
and 2800, as shown in Figure 7.
As shown in Figure 7, the greater the incentives issued by
the government supervision agencies, the more the supervision policies tend to be supervised through market
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0.55
0.54
0.53

(q∗)

0.52
0.51
0.5
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.46

3

3.5

4

4.5

5
(A)

5.5

L = 600

L = 660

L = 620

L = 680

6

6.5

7

L = 640

Figure 6: The inﬂuence of L and A on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization.
Table 8: The inﬂuence of E on the probability q∗ of strong supervision by the supervision organization (take R2 � 1000, R3 − R1 � − 270000,
C1 � 250, L � 640, C4 � 30, and A � 3).
2000
0.5177

E
q∗

2200
0.5173

2400
0.5169

2600
0.5165

2800
0.5162

Eﬀects of E on the probability q∗ of strong supervision

0.518
0.5178
0.5176
0.5174

(q∗)

0.5172
0.517
0.5168
0.5166
0.5164
0.5162
0.516
2000

2100

2200

2300

2400
(E)

2500

2600

2700

2800

Figure 7: The inﬂuence of E on the probability q∗ q of strong supervision by the supervisory authority.

regulation and platform self-discipline, that is, by issuing
greater incentives to promote competition within the industry, the probability of weak supervision will rise.

5. Conclusions
This paper analyses a series of supervision policies issued by
China in 2015, but because of the complexity of the problem,

many supervision policies have not been eﬀectively implemented. Therefore, we use game theory to explore the relationship between the willingness of the P2P lending
platform to strengthen supervision and some inﬂuencing
factors and construct a game model between the platform
and ﬁnancial supervision institutions. We also solve the
equilibrium results, analyze, and explain the game results
and then provide some suggestions on the behavior choice of
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the P2P lending platform and the supervision organization.
We draw the following conclusions:
(1) In the equilibrium state, the P2P lending platform
conducts compliance management with a probability
of p∗ � (((C3 − C2 + A)L + E)/AL) and the supervision organization conducts strong supervision with
the probability of q∗ � ((C3 − C2 + A L + E)/
(R3 − R1 − AL − E)).
(2) In the nonequilibrium state, if the P2P lending
platform chooses the probability of compliance
management p < (((C3 − C2 + A)L + E)/AL), the
P2P lending platform will choose noncompliant
management. When the supervision organization
chooses that there is little diﬀerence between strong
supervision and weak supervision, the supervision
organization chooses strong supervision. When the
supervision organization chooses that the diﬀerence between strong supervision and weak supervision is relatively large, in order to save
supervision costs, the supervision organization will
choose weak supervision. If the P2P lending platform chooses the probability of compliance management p > (((C3 − C2 + A)L + E)/AL), the P2P
lending platform will choose to operate in compliance. At this time, the supervision organization
will choose weak supervision to reduce the supervision cost.
(3) In the nonequilibrium state, if the supervision organization chooses the probability of strong supervision q < ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)),
the supervision organization will choose weak supervision. At this time, the P2P lending platform will
choose noncompliant management. If the supervision organization chooses the probability of strong
supervision
q > ((C4 L − C1 L − R2 )/(R3 − R1 − AL − E)), the supervision organization will choose strong supervision. When the supervision organization’s incentive
for the P2P lending platform is large enough, the P2P
lending platform will choose to operate in compliance. When the supervision organization does not
have suﬃcient incentives for the P2P lending platform, the P2P lending platform will choose noncompliant management.
(4) The unit ﬁne A paid by the noncompliant P2P
lending platform, the size L of the P2P industry
platform, and the incentive E of the supervision
organization for the compliance platform have
certain inﬂuence on the probability of supervision
organization choosing strong supervision and the
decision probability of the platform choosing
conforming operation. Among them, when the unit
ﬁnes paid by noncompliance platforms increase, the
probability of choosing compliance platforms will
increase in order to avoid the increasing beneﬁts of
paying ﬁnes, and then, the probability of strong
supervision by supervision organizations will

decrease. When the scale L of the P2P industry
platform increases, the probability of P2P lending
platform selecting compliance management will
decrease and the supervision organization will increase the probability of strong supervision at this
time in order to maintain the stability of the ﬁnancial order. When the supervision organization’s
reward E for the compliance platform increases, the
supervisory policy is more focused on requiring
mutual supervision and competition within the
industry. Therefore, the supervision organization
will prefer to adopt weak supervision. In order to
obtain incentives, the P2P lending platform will
increase the probability of conducting compliance
operations.
(5) For the P2P lending platform, the unit cost of supervision by the supervision organization and the
unit cost of weak supervision are the unique
inﬂuencing factors that aﬀect the probability of
making compliance management decisions. The
research in this paper shows that in order to make
the P2P lending platform more willing to make
decision-making for compliance management, the
supervision organization can reduce or save the unit
cost of strong supervision and increase the cost of
weak supervision as much as possible; that is, the
market feels the existence of a supervision
organization.
(6) For the supervision organization, the unit cost of
compliant operation of P2P lending platform, the
additional beneﬁts that may be obtained from the
platform’s noncompliance management, the camouﬂage cost of noncompliance management, and the loss
of reputation when the platform’s noncompliance
management is investigated and disclosed to the public
are the unique factors that inﬂuence the decisionmaking of strong supervision by the supervision
organization. Through the above analysis, when the
unit cost of platform selection for compliance
management and the additional income that platform noncompliance management may obtain increase, or the unit ﬁne paid after platform
noncompliance management is investigated and
punished by the supervision organization, and the
loss of reputation and the cost of camouﬂage are
reduced when platform noncompliance management is investigated and punished and publicized to
the public. Then, the supervision organization has a
greater probability of choosing strong supervision.
On the contrary, most supervision organizations
will choose weak supervision.

Data Availability
The data of this paper are obtained from the home of Online
Loan. Online Loan home is an open platform. Everyone can
access this website to download the data.
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